


Dopamine is an audiovisual production 
company that sits within Grupo Salinas, 
one of the most important business 
holdings in Mexico.


RETAIL BANKING MEDIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS SPORTS CONTENT STUDIO



Dopamine is an audiovisual company focused on creation, 

development, and production of original content for global 

platforms. We are open to develop, co-develop, produce, 

co-produce or invest in projects for any kind of platform.




Because we guarantee quality in the process of curating 
and developing stories, as well as in the selection of 
teams to work with them. Having offices in Mexico and 
Spain, as well as a great financial strength, makes it 
ideal to choose Dopamine as a partner.


Why Dopamine? 



Dopamine has been the production company of the series Hernán 
(2019), an ambitious big budget epic drama about the arrival of the 
Spaniard conquistador Hernán Cortés to the territories that are now 
part of Mexico. The studio has also produced the family drama 
Amarres (2019) and Búnker for TNT/Warner Media, and created and 
developed the thriller Tu parte del trato (2019), the fiction series 
Close to me (2021) co-production with Nent Studios UK. Dopamine is 
producing another three original series for LATAM and Spain for 2021.

Career 



Fidela Navarro

She started in TV Azteca as Pay TV director, creating the 
brand AZ TV de Paga. Later on she was appointed as 
Director of TV Azteca Internacional, being responsible for 
the distribution and acquisition of content. Previously, she 
was the Director of the TVC channel network of the PCTV 
cable operator, Analysis Director of Canal Once, Director of 
Information at the University of Guadalajara and journalist in 
international media such as RTVE, Cadena SER and Vogue.

CEO of Dopamine



Amaya Muruzábal 

Formed in Spain as a script doctor, Amaya Muruzábal 
is Dopamine’s Chief of Global Content. Creator of 
Hernán’s original idea, she’s also one of its Executive 
Producers and the project’s script editor. Her trademark 
is her hand-by-hand work with writers and creators of 
stories, like with Fernanda Eguiarte in Amarres (soon to 
be released in TNT), a tv series of which she’s also 
been script editor, and taking charge of executive 
production in those series she curates. Amaya also 
writes, for example Tu parte del trato (TNT, El 13, Flow), 
one of many projects she has in her pipeline.


Chief of Global Content



Rosana Tomás 

A Cinema Production graduate from UCLA (Los Angeles), 
Rosana has been chief of production for more than 20 films 
and TV series over the last years. Among them, the likes of 
Ryan Murphy’s The Politician (2019) for Netflix, the awarded 
Big Little Lies (2016, HBO) by Jean-Marc Valeé, Weeds 
(2005-2012, Showtime) or Hustle (BBC/AMC). For cinema, 
Logan (2017, Fox), Jumanji (2017, Sony), Mike and Dave 
need wedding dates (2017, Fox), Spongebob the Movie 
(2014, Paramount) and Captivity (2007, Lionsgate), by 
Roland Joffe. She also produced La Novia (2016), by Paula 
Ortiz, which received 12 nominations for Spanish Goya 
awards, including Best Film. Rosana Tomás belongs to the 
Producers Guild of America (PGA).

Chief of Production



Genaro Quiroga

Genaro Quiroga has an experience of 19 years in 
development, creation, production, and content and 
creative team management in the industry of entertainment 
and advertising. Genaro is a content, brand, and strategy 
consultant for Networks. He has been distinguished with 
the Golden Eagle Award 2008, and the Omni Silver Award 
2008, for Best Documentary. In branded content his work 
has reached 1st and 3rd place at the IAB (Interactive 
Advertising Bureau) 2018. Also, Genaro has been awarded 
with the Storytelling and Bronze by Círculo Creativo 
(Creative Circle) in 2019. While CEO of Writers Room, a 6 
year-old company specialized in the creation of content 
experiences for markets in Latin America and US 
Hispanics, Genaro Quiroga has worked with HBO, 
Discovery Channel, Canal Sony, Televisa, and TV Azteca.

Chief of Development



Xevi Aranda

Xevi Aranda started his career in the audiovisual field as a production 
boy 30 years ago. From production, he took the leap towards the 
writing field, and he became an entertainment scriptwriter in programs 
as varied as Crónicas Marcianas, El bus, Gran Hermano, or El programa 
de Ana Rosa, working for production companies such as Gestmusic, 
Zeppelin and Cuarzo.


From scriptwriting he became a director, and then a production 
executive. Xevi is used to lead filming crews; to adapt international 
formats such as Secret Millionaire, Wife Swap, A Minute to Win It, 
Pequeños Gigantes, Four Weddings, Fantastic Duo, Facing the 
Classroom; and to co-create formats such as Mi familia baila mejor, De 
la vida al plato, Levántate, Levántate all stars, and The Gipsy Kings. 

In Spain, Xevi has been an entertainment content director for 
production companies as solid as Grupo Zeta, Big Bang Media, La 
Competencia, and Señor Mono. Also, he has worked as an 
entertainment production executive for Unicorn. In the international 
field, Xevi has worked for Televisa, Canal RCN, and América TV.


Chief of Entertainment 



Miguel Gutiérrez

He has been in charge of TV Azteca’s Right 
Central, focused on cataloging and centralization 
its Intellectual Property assets. During nine years at 
Grupo Televisa, he performed as its international 
area Legal Director, with SKY and Intellectual 
Property under his care as well. During that time, 
he took charge of protection strategies and the 
exploitation of intellectual property’s assets.


Chief of Business and Legal



Luisa Díaz

Financial executive with a Master in Economy and 
focused on private management, Luisa Díaz has a wide 
experience leading treasury, liquid assets, financial 
planning, management and budget analysis, strategic 
evaluation of financial proposals and elaboration of 
financial models in multinational companies such as 
Sony Pictures Television and Mitsubishi Electric.

Chief Financial Officer



María García-Castrillón

María García-Castrillón Argüelles is the Chief of International 
Business Development at Dopamine since October, 2020. She is 
the former Head of International Sales of Boomerang TV of 
Spain, and the Sales Manager of the french Lagardère Group.


María is an expert of international scripted co-productions. She 
has led successful projects and developed marketing strategies 
for US Hispanic and Asian territories. She has the experience of 
two decades working in the international field for Spanish 
companies, such as Continental, Latido, or Markab, analyzing 
projects, trends, tax systems, and new business models. 


María is a college professor too, she has taught international 
sales and international financing courses. Now, she is the 
coordinator of the Executive Producer Master Degree on Film & 
TV at ECAM, in Spain.


Chief of International Business Development




